
No. Item Description Unit Qty.
Unit Price 

(IQD)
Item Price 

(IQD)
Remark

1

Supply Grader and small shovel with Labors for cleaning and 

shaping side ditches with average dimension (0.5 m width, 02 m 

depth) according to the attached detail, the cleaning includes 

(cleaning from debris, grasses, mud, and excavating the side ditches 

with proper dimension if need). The price include also proper slope 

for the outer side of the side ditch. 

M.L 20,000

1

Supply Grader and small shovel with Labors for cleaning and 

shaping side ditches with average dimension (0.5 m width, 02 m 

depth) according to the attached detail, the cleaning includes 

(cleaning from debris, grasses, mud, and excavating the side ditches 

with proper dimension if need). The price include also proper slope 

for the outer side of the side ditch. 

M.L 14,000

1

Supply Grader and small shovel with Labors for cleaning and 

shaping side ditches with average dimension (0.5 m width, 02 m 

depth) according to the attached detail, the cleaning includes 

(cleaning from debris, grasses, mud, and excavating the side ditches 

with proper dimension if need). The price include also proper slope 

for the outer side of the side ditch. 

M.L 18,000

BOQ for Cleaning Side Ditches for Each Camp (Laylan 1, Laylan 2 and Nazrawa)

Grand Total 

1- Laylan 1 IDP Camp

2- Laylan 2 IDP Camp

3- Nazrawa IDP Camp

General instructions for Contractor to fill out the tender:

- The work should be done according to the Site Engineer instructions. 

- The rate must include supply of all equipment, tools, labors and accessories to complete the work (if and when needed). 

- The rate should include cleaning the site and removal of all debris and extra soil of excavation from the site to an approved location. 

- The Length of the side ditch means one side of the road.

- The contractor should take in consider the intersection with water pipeline and coordinate with the WASH sector.

- In case of any Damage of other structure (broken pipeline, cutting of the electricity wiring,..ext..) during execution the contractor should solve the problem. 
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